EXHIBITOR PROFILES
ASTRONAUTICS

SRAEL

Astronautics C.A. Ltd. Israel, established in 1971, is a Hi-Tech defense systems supplier, with an
impressive record of innovative, high quality and battlefield proven products. The Company's major
business is in the area of Airborne, Naval and Land defense systems and solutions.
Astronautics’ main product lines include integrated avionics systems, navigation systems, Modular
artillery fire control systems, flight instruments, high resolution flat panel displays, mission and
display computers and more.

AERONAUTICS

COMPANY LOGO

Aeronautics Ltd is a leading manufacturer of unmanned Intelligence, Surveillance, and Target
Acquisition and Reconnaissance (ISTAR) solutions, and a world leader in the Unmanned
Aerial Systems (UAS) line of products. Aeronautics in-house vertical integration capabilities
facilitate rapid delivery of unique and tailored solutions to customers, and provide excellent
growth potential for platforms and systems.

A.G.M. DAN

COMPANY LOGO

A.G.M Dan Ltd was established in order to provide solutions for developing, manufacturing
and selling products for rescue services, emergency and military equipment.
The company combines more than 30 years of expertise in various fields and offers its
customers a complete range of solutions.

HA'AGUDA LEMA'AN HACHAYAL

COMPANY LOGO

Ha'aguda Lema'an Hachayal; the Association for the Wellbeing of Israel's Soldiers (AWIS), is
a non-profit organization that was established in 1942 by Israel's founding prime minister,
David Ben-Gurion. The Association's purpose is the same today as it was in Ben-Gurion's
time, to give serving soldiers the support and wellbeing extras that the army itself could
not afford to provide, and to demonstrate in practical ways our gratitude for their service
to the nation.

AFC INDUSTRIES

SRAEL

Leader in the design and construction of Ergonomic Workstations, Command/ Control Centers,
Security Network and Dispatch Workstations, Wall Mounts, and Computer Carts
Founded in 1994. Grown from an 18,000 square foot manufacturing facility to our current facilities
of over 95,000 sf. Headquartered in New York City.
Our mission: “To create solutions that increase productivity and alleviate stress at the workplace
and Provide ergonomically designed and technology related products that aid in the alertness
comfort and ease of those who use them.”

ARMAMENT TECHNOLOGY
Armament Technology Incorporated specializes in professional-grade weapon sighting systems,
including Optical Combat Weapon Sights, Long Range Precision Rifle Sights and OEM Mounting
solutions. Master Distributor for ELCAN Optical Technologies, Tangent Theta and Tenebraex Corporation,
Armament Technology is a major supplier to the International Defense and Homeland Security markets
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EXHIBITOR PROFILES
ARMSTRONG
Armstrong Marine Inc. designs and builds welded aluminum vessels. With more than 2 decades of
experience, hundreds of our hulls are floating all over the world being used for both military and
commercial use. Our seasoned designs include monohulls and catamarans from 25 to 85 feet in
length with various accommodations to suit specific applications. However, the common thread
among all Armstrong vessels is quality; quality that makes a life-saving difference in the water.

ARSENAL
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ARSENAL 2000 JSCO. IS THE GENERAL TRADE REPRESENTATIVE OF ARSENAL JSCO., and is
licensed by the Government of the Republic of Bulgaria for trade in military equipment.
The main activities of ARSENAL JSCo. are design, manufacturing, trade of small arms, artillery
armaments; hunting, sport weapons; ammunition, parts; machines, tools.

ATS
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ATS, Applied Technologic Services, Ltd. is a high technology, distribution and services
company. The company was founded in 1977 and is located in Herzeliya. Its main activities are
– distribution of advanced products in the fields of Electro-Optics, Satellite Communications,
High Speed Cameras, Testing and Analysis, Rugged computing. ATS is also a service provider
in the fields of Fast Photography, Metrology and 3D scanning.

AUTOCLEAR

COMPANY LOGO

Autoclear delivers innovative and affordable security devices using cutting-edge x-ray imaging and
explosives trace detection technology for checkpoint, mail, people, cargo and vehicle screening
applications. Threats detected include explosives, weapons, contraband and narcotics. Autoclear
proudly serves the military, government and private industry for their security needs worldwide.

AVON
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Avon Protection is the recognized global market leader in respiratory protection system
technology, offering innovative Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) products and services
to the military, law enforcement, emergency, firefighting and industrial sectors. With a
pedigree dating back to the 1920s, Avon Protection’s products are supplied to over 60
countries worldwide.

BAMAHANE

SRAEL

Bamahane (lit. in the base camp) is a Hebrew-language weekly magazine published by the Israel
Defense Forces since 1934.
While Bamahane is subordinate to the IDF's Education and Youth Corps it's read by almost everyone
in the IDF, from the common soldier to the chief of staff.
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BITA'ON
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BLAUER
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BLAUER
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The IAF magazine is the official newspaper of the Israeli Air Force. The bimonthly magazine
deals with a wide range of topics – from cutting-edge technology to personal stories.
English versions of the fascinating articles can also be found on IAF's website and various
social networks platforms.

Blauer’s Homeland Defender® line of CBRNe PPE is the world’s leading technology for advanced
and diverse threats. Made with GORE® CHEMPAK® fabrics, our ensembles offer unique durability,
comfort, tactical fit, mobility, and protection from liquid and vapor threats.

Since its establishment in 1988 by Motorola, Beeper has become synonymous with high-end secured
communication solutions. The company offers the following services: Mass Public Alert Warning Platform,
Critical Messaging, Earthquake Early Warning and M2M Metering Control, Energy Management and
Broadband Wireless Network solutions. Beeper’s solutions have proven to be highly survivable and
cost-efficient, making the company a top provider for the IDF, authorities in Israel and around the world.

BRUNSWICK
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We've been in the business of building boats for commercial and military applications for
more than fifty years. From our beginnings as an arm of the legendary Boston Whaler brand
to now - part of Brunswick Corporation, the largest marine manufacturer in the world - we've
focused exclusively on building the toughest boats for the toughest jobs.

CAA TACTICAL

COMPANY LOGO

CAA is a developing and manufacturing company of advanced small-arms accessories
located in Israel. Most of the company's personnel is composed of actual members of Israel's
elite reserve military units and actual professional shooters. Their valuable experience and
know-how is implemented into each and every Mil-Spec product CAA designs and produces.
Amongst our satisfied clients are top government, police and military forces, as well as
firearms manufacturing companies, NGO's and civilian entities.

CANVAS & TENT
As a proudly South African company we have been manufacturing shelters since 1968. Our experience
makes us a market leader serving militaries, humanitarian organisations, game reserves, safari
destinations and adventurers. We have always been synonymous with quality - from our service,
staff, management, training, products - to our commitment to the environment.

CARMEL
Founded in 1965, carmel industries & parts has envolved into a powerful control cable manufacturer.
We manufacture push & pull-, throttle-, brake-, speedometer-, shift-, etc cables. Among our customers
are the usa & israelian army, the israeli aerospace industry, automotive industry.
The company guarantees the highest standarts of quality.
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CAVENDISH HOLDINGS
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Cavendish Holdings International Ltd. identifies, develops, and markets unique lifesaving
technologies and products in 32 countries around the world. We provide products and
solutions for fire protection, personal protection against rifles and guns fire and against
stubbing, control and saving energy products and with cooperation other companies we
provide appropriate solutions to customer needs.

ČESKÁ ZBROJOVKA
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Česká Zbrojovka a. s., founded in 1936, was originally oriented for military small arms
production, but over the time the product range was expanded with products for the civilian
use. The prominent feature of firearms made by CZ is their quality, long-run reliability and
accuracy. At present, CZ represents one of the biggest small arms producers in the world,
based on sales to about 100 countries around the world.

CLEAR CUT

COMPANY LOGO

Clear cut Founded in 2008, by former Israeli air force pilots with accumulated knowledge
and know-how in the aerospace defense domain. Today Clear Cut is a leading R&D and
integration company executing major projects and working side by side with some of the
largest and most prominent organizations in the Israeli industry.

CORNER SHOT/SILVER SHADOW

COMPANY LOGO

Used by military units, law enforcement agencies and Special Forces around the world.
The weapon system can be triggered completely from behind cover.

CZECHTRADE

CzechTrade is a government trade promotion agency of the Czech Republic. Foreign
companies can contact CzechTrade when they are looking for reliable partners and suppliers
in the Czech Republic. These services are free of charge for all Israeli companies.

CZECHTRADE

D-Fence specializes in manufacturing, developing, and marketing electronic intrusion
detection systems based on electronic fences. The company has extensive experience in
perimeter protection systems for borders, airports, industrial installations, government
installations and prisons. D-Fence has the capability and experience to tailor an integral
solution to address all of the client's protection and detection needs.

DECCI

COMPANY LOGO

Company conducts its business activities in photovoltaic sector under the registered trade
mark of FVE CZECH. This trade mark represents a set of technical solutions, operational
systems and manuals, control mechanisms and operational services. Decci a.s. builds and
invests into the renewable energy projects, mainly in solar projects.
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DILLON AERO
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The Dillon M134D-H Gatling Gun, known more commonly as "The Minigun", was accepted
into service with the US Army Special Operations Command in 2003. With over 6,000 systems
worldwide it is known for its unwavering performance and reliability. Dillon Aero provides
a full line of products for Land, Air and Sea.

ELIKAL
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Elikal Ltd is working in defense & security since 2005 by providing proven & creative solutions
for the following: turn key integration projects; creative security solutions; border crossing
measurement, robotics and EOD equipment, non-lethal ammunition, special weaponry,
forensics equipment.

ELITE ALUMINUM
Elite Aluminum Israel L.t.d is a leading manufacturer of insolated aluminum panels in Israel.
The company represents the FORTS Corporation, which is a leading worldwide marketing
and sales organization of the revolutionary Fold-Out Rigid Temporary Shelters.
Housed in a 200,000 square foot state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in Coconut Creek,
Florida, out team has over 30 years of experience in creating new and innovative solutions that
meet the needs of our customers. Meanwhile, our investment in research and development
allows us to continually find new and better technologies to advance the industry as a whole.

ENCORE ELECTRONIC
Encore Electronic Engineering, an integrated electronic company, founded in 2002 out of a
determination to offer most efficient & reliable Digital-Imaging solutions. Our expertise with
semi-conductors & open approach towards technology enables us to offer high-quality,
innovative products that match not only local needs but also global standards. Our team
of highly qualified engineers with several years of experience are committed to delivering
qualified products.

EVIGILO
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eVigilo’s mission is to enhance emergency responders’ mass notification capabilities by
using a geo-targeted multi-channel alert and notification system reaching millions of
people within seconds. eVigilo is the only solution that has been successfully deployed by
multiple countries around the globe, among others by the Israeli Home Front Command
and the Chilean Emergency Management Authority. The eVigilo SMART Alert platform is
used on national level (SMART for Governments) as well as on regional level (SMART for
Municipalities) as the main alert and notification dissemination system.

EXCALIBUR ARMY LTD.
EXCALIBUR ARMY Ltd. is a leading military hardware company in the Czech Republic, offering
a wide scale of military vehicles and weapon systems, ammunition, repairs and upgrades.
The company either directly manufactures the vehicles, including the spare parts, or exports
to its customers products of different manufacturers.
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EZPACK
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EZPack Water Ltd. is a private Israeli company, which develops, manufactures and markets unique
proprietary solutions for water storage, distribution and mobility. The company products are aimed
to markets such as emergency, disaster relief, construction and mining industry, agriculture, military,
home and outdoor, and others.

FIBROTEX
With more than 40 years of experience serving the IDF’s and foreign militaries Special Forces units
around the world, Fibrotex is the leading company within the camouflage, concealment and deception
arena. Our Multispectral systems provide the ultimate solution required in the hours of need for any
platform existing in the market from aircrafts and helicopters through tanks and APCs to teams and
personal systems. Our new generation combat proven Reversible Combat Uniforms are made with
Cutting-edge technology and provides our warriors with the lifesaving advantage they depend on.

FVE CZECH
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Company conducts its business activities in photovoltaic sector under the registered trade
mark of FVE CZECH. This trade mark represents a set of technical solutions, operational
systems and manuals, control mechanisms and operational services. Decci a.s. builds and
invests into the renewable energy projects, mainly in solar projects.

P. FISCHELES
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P. FISCHELES Ltd. is a dynamic technology-oriented company, specializing in two major areas.
System integration: communication systems for land use, aviation, coastal surveillance
and marine electronics. Equipment supply: two way radio devices and accessories, marine
electronics and marine equipment. Founded in 1993, P. FISCHELES Ltd. is ISO 9002 certified,
representing world leading brands and serving public safety and commercial customers.

GELVENOR TEXTILES
GELVENOR TEXTILES was established in 1965 as weaver, dyer and finisher of speciality industrial,
military, protective and aeronautical fabrics.
GELVENOR TEXTILES is recognized as a key supplier of parachute fabrics and ballistic fabrics to
more than 24 countries worldwide. Our modern factory is based in South Africa and we are certified
according to ISO 9002, TS 16949 and ISO 14001.

GILAT SATCOM
Gilat Satcom is a communication solutions provider offering satellite and fiber-based
connectivity services.
Gilat Satcom offers unique solutions with cutting edge technology based on leading satellite
platforms including Iridium and Inmarsat for army and government entities.
With successful deployments in over 50 countries, Gilat Satcom delivers high-quality, costeffective and efficient communication solutions.
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EL-FAR Electronics Systems is dedicated to the development, manufacture, delivery and
support of advanced integrated Perimeter Intrusion Detection Solutions to a variety of
vertical markets and facilities in 30 countries worldwide, with thousands of Kms of deployed
systems, certified by: Israeli MOD and IDF, Israeli National Petroleum Company, UK Home
Office, CE and FCC

GUMARNY ZUBRI
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Gumárny Zubří Inc. is engaged in the development and manufacture of protective full-face
masks for military (model OM-90) and civil uses (model CM-6). In addition, the Company's
products range includes OPCH-05 special ventilation chemical insulating suit, Single-use
protective suit model JP-90, protective filters, police intervention helmets, special plastic
bottles and carrying bags.

M.I.F.A
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The information magazine of the armed providers each quarter is a plural perspective on
the news of the Defense and Security:
One media group, publishing and advertising sales to private customers or government
present on 6 continents.

MILIPOL
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Milipol Paris, Milipol Qatar and Milipol Asia-Pacific (incorporating Global Security Asia) form
the world's leading network of exhibitions and conferences in the field of homeland security.

NESS
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Ness offers an array of field-proven command and control, intelligence, telecommunications and
supporting systems aimed at the defense and homeland security market. Ness Technologies
supplies state-of-the-art advanced solutions to the Defense, Homeland Security and Telecom
markets through the Technologies and System Group.

NITECORE
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Nitecore. World leading Powerful High-Tech tactical Led flashlights.
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HALO is the only automatic maritime security barrier/gate that has been deployed to protect
critical assets. HALO reduces manpower and tug boat costs associated with legacy systems.
The low operating and maintenance cost coupled with the long life cycle make the HALO
system the premier choice in maritime perimeter security.

HEVER
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When it comes to comprehensive translation services, there's none like Hever Translators'
Pool (since 1958).
We provide our top-notch expertise to leaders in the defense and security industry.
Our wide range of services includes: document translation, consecutive & simultaneous
interpretation, localization and website translation, and desktop publishing.

ICA
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ICA is an Israeli Government entity, operating within the Ministry of Economy.
ICA initiates, coordinates and monitors industrial and commercial cooperation activities
following Government, Government-owned companies, public institutes and other State
entities procurement. ICA also promotes and monitors commercial and industrial cooperation
activities related to selected areas of non-government trade.

IMI
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"Israel Military Industries (IMI), HLS Directorate offers integrated and complete solutions,
supported by the company’s Academy for Advanced Security, Counter-Terror & Crisis
Management Training. As a turnkey solution provider, the HLS Directorate provides everything
from the know-how, doctrine, methodology, to equipment, training and continuance
support, to governments, security agencies and corporations worldwide. IMI - your Partner
of Choice in achieving comprehensive, multidisciplinary solutions for your HLS challenges.

IMI DEFENSE
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INNALABS

IMI Defense was established with one mission, to design, manufacture, and supply the
highest-quality and most innovative firearm parts and accessories to the military, law
enforcement and commercial markets. Ground-breaking tactical parts and accessories are
the hallmarks of IMI Defense line of products. With the expertise of a team of the world’s
foremost engineers, military/law enforcement experts and firearms production specialists,
IMI Defense products integrate years of military “know-how” with battle-proven, durable
and ergonomic design.

InnaLabs is a leading European designer and manufacturer of ITAR Free high-performance inertial
sensors, including tactical grade coriolis vibratory gyroscopes and navigation grade quartz
accelerometers.
InnaLabs inertial sensors are ideal for precision guidance, stabilisation, navigation and orientation
applications within the aerospace, subsea, marine, land, space, civil engineering, transportation
and industrial markets.
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With over 40 years of communications experience in direct/critical communications, experience
and knowledge in development, design and manufacture of solutions and products for
mission critical applications.
A leading company in the field, specializing in voice communications, video, and data
devices with/without any infrastructure designed for challenging environments

IR DEFENSE
IR Defense designs and manufactures the latest thermal systems for the dismounted soldier including
the IR PATROL Thermal Monocular and the IR HUNTER Thermal Weapon Sight. Specializing in high
performance devices that use the latest features and technology, all IR Defense products are built
for the battlefield environment.

JAPAN CELL CO.,LTD
Japan Cell is Japanese manufacture and to promote unique technology and skill of Japanese small-medium
size companies (SMSC) in overseas market jointly with Japanese SMSC on variety kind of products in overseas

LANEX
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LANEX - one of the biggest producers of ropes, cords and personal protective equipment
in Central Europe. LANEX has been certified according to ISO 9001 and in accordance with
the standards required for supplying the armies of NATO (AQAP 2110).

LIFELOC
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Lifeloc Technologies designs and manufactures in the USA, platinum fuel-cell based breath
alcohol testing equipment for professional & personal use. Globally recognized for their
precision, resilience, effortlessness and reliability, Lifeloc products are distributed throughout
the world via a well-trained distributor network of specialists who offer local consultation,
service and support.

SMART MASSAGE

Smart Massage was founded in 2007 and since then has specialized in helping combat pain
for its consumers. Over the last 8 years we have changed tens of thousands of peoples lives
with our portable professional electrical massagers and we look forward to changing many
more. Visit our website www.smartmassageshop.com to see and purchase our products.

ATAL

The Technology and Logistics Branch is a branch in the coordinating staff in the general
headquarters. The TLB operates multi-armed logistic effort allowing combat consecutiveness
in the land, air, sea, at lull, emergency, and war. Responsibility for logistics at the general
staff level. To Command the general staff logistical effort, to operate the logistic effort of
the land forces, and to coordinate the logistic operation of the IDF during lull time, special
circumstances and emergency. To Build up the logistic arrays in the general staff level and
in the territorial command level. To be the logistic professional authority in the IDF.
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LOM PRAHA
LOM Praha is the leading company focusing in particular on overhauls, upgrades and
modernization of Mi-2, Mi 8/17, Mi 24/35 helicopters and their dynamic components lifecycle
support in the NATO and EU countries. We are certified by the Russian MVZ Mil and OAO
Klimoc companies, the Interstae Aviation Committee MAK and domestic aviation authorities.

MER GROUP
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Mer Group combines security, communications and intelligence expertise with years of
international experience delivering end-to-end solutions to homeland security forces,
intelligence organizations, corporates, military, governments, municipalities, and first response
forces. We believe that the key to effective security is accurate information delivered at the
right time to an efficient and interconnected operational security force.

METZUDA
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MÖNCH
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METZUDA Magazine is the biggest security magazines in Israel. The magazine covers all
aspects of changes, new advances in products, ideas, technology, laws and regulations etc.
within the world of the sectorial civilian and national advised security for installation and
facilities governed and overseen by the Israeli Police.

Since 1956, Mönch has been family-owned and managed, providing the world’s top global
and regional publications committed to providing the world’s Military-Industrial Complexes
with the analysis, intelligence, and information needed to make sound decisions. Mönch
has a dozen publications dedicated to national defence and regional security and remains
the single-largest, independent company of its kind.

MOHOC
MOHOC knows the world's toughest warriors deserve custom built gear. We engineer and build
military-optimized cameras through innovative form factor, extreme ruggedization, and simple user
operation. The MOHOCTM is a revolutionary new point-of-view action camera with breakthrough
helmet-contour, low-profile design, instant VELCRO mounting, waterproof protective housing, low
light and infrared capability, and simple tactile operation. Combine this with stunning 1080p/60fps
video and you have a camera solution for operators that won't get in the way of your mission.
Ruggedization together with quick tactile response for ease of use in the harshest environments
are what makes the MOHOCTM your latest team member. MOHOC- Beyond the edge.

MPREST
mPrest is a leading software house specialized in developing high performance critical
systems of several types, including Command & Control (C4I) and Homeland Security (HLS)
systems for the defense sector, and civilian systems for the Telecom, medical and hi-tech
sectors.
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MSPO

MSPO 23rd International Defence Industry Exhibition
The 3rd largest defence industry exhibition in Europe
Under the Auspices of the President of the Republic of Poland
Over 6000 exhibitors in the course of 22 years
Over 13,000 visitors in 2014
Visited by numerous groups of specialists and official foreign delegations from 49 countries in 2014

NEMO ARMS
NEMO Arms, Inc. is committed to research, development and deploying advanced weapon designs
and technologies that will enable our partners in the Special Operations, Law Enforcement and
private sectors to effectively and confidently carry out their missions knowing that they are armed
with the finest primary weapons in the world.

NETLINE
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Netline Communications technologies (NCT) Ltd. develops, manufactures and sells highend electronic warfare and spectrum dominance systems for the world’s leading defense
ministries and homeland security agencies.

NOLAM EMBEDED SYSTEMS
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Nolam Embedded Systems is a leading provider of professional, yet cost-effective Computing
and Embedded Systems on a full turn-key basis. . Our strong capabilities and wide experience
derive from closely working with a large variety of clients within the Defense, Naval, Telecom,
Industrial and Medical, industries segment markets.

NORTHROP GRUMMAN
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The traditional areas of specialization for Northrop Grumman LITEF GmbH include
development, manufacturing and system integration of inertial sensors as well as inertial
reference and navigation systems. Northrop Grumman LITEF’s products are used worldwide
in a wide range of applications e. g. civil aviation, military aviation, military land vehicles,
naval applications and industrial applications.

O’GARA
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The Sensor Systems Division of The O’Gara Group designs and manufactures enhanced
technology products that provide Special Operations and other specialized users with
improved situational awareness in both night and day operations. The division’s products
include advanced night vision devices; covert imagers; combat optical beacons; and laser
illuminators and pointers.
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M.G.M IMPORT & MARKETING

We would like to share with you 25 years of know-how in developing, importing and marketing
exclusive security and self-defense equipment with speed and reliability and at attractive rates.
We represent international companies and leading quality suppliers – the most recognized brands
in the industry.

ORLITE
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Orlite Industries - focusing on development and manufacturing advanced products and
solutions made of composite materials. Orlite defense products line includes products
for survivability and protection such as Fire resistant containers for isolates sensitive
equipment such ammunition from fire, water, bullets and etc. Ballistic helmets for infantry
and unique bomb squad helmets. Protective solution using plate for energy absorption
and high temperature resistant.

OTTO
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OTTO Communications specializes in accessories for the two-way radio market including
surveillance kits, wireless accessories, headsets, speaker microphones, tactical, fire & HAZMAT
communications equipment. OTTO accessories are designed for use by military, public safety,
security, surveillance, EMT, SWAT, firefighters, HAZMAT and law enforcement professionals
along with hospitality, and industrial markets.

PERYPHON
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Since 1985 designs and manufactures military, civil and HLS defense communication systems
and solutions. Our portfolio covers wide variety of Naval, Air and Ground forces needs.
All products features optimal size, lightweight rugged housings ,MIL-STD compatible
,Active Noise Reduction, Cyber anti-tampering and more. We offers existing products and
customized solutions.

PLASAN
Plasan is a global provider of mission ready vehicle solutions for a wide range of military and security
applications: border protection, critical infrastructure protection, special forces operations, VIP
convoy protection and more. Our multi mission vehicle solutions are designed to address diverse
mission objectives and threat environments featuring exceptional maneuverability, superior armor
protection, and fully integrated cutting-edge ISR and C4 technologies. Plasan solutions are deployed
in armed forces and security organizations worldwide

REDXDEFENSE
RedXDefense offers a comprehensive suite of narcotics, explosives, and gunshot residue detectors
for combating threats. Our innovative products address the needs of the military, homeland security,
businesses, and law enforcement.
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ĐĘēĐ ĐĤčēĐ .ĕĤĎĦČ ĔĤđĠĝĘđ ęĕĘĕĕĔĚĘ ďđĕĢ ĦģđđĥĚđ ĦĤĢĕĕĚĥ,ĦĕĦēĠĥĚ ĐĤčē ĐĜĕĐ ĐĔĎĤ
ęĕĜĥč .ĘĘėč ĐĠđĤĕČčđ ĐĕĜĔĕĤčč ĐĘĕčđĚĐ ĐĤčēĐ ČĕĐ ęđĕĐđ ęĕĜđĚĥĐ ĦđĜĥ ĦĕĥČĤč ĐėĤď ĦČ
ęĎ ĐĒ đģ .ęĕĜđĎĤĕČĘđ ĦđĤčēĘ ďĞđĕĚĐ ĕĞđĢģĚĐ đģĐ ĦČ ģđđĥĘđ ĤĢĕĕĘ ĐĤčēĐ ĐĘēĐ ĦđĜđĤēČĐ
.ĦĕďđĞĕĕ ĐĝĠďĐđ ĐĚģĤ ĕ"Ğ ęĐĘĥ ěđĎĤĕČĘ ďđĎĕčĐ ĦČ ďēĕĕĘ ęĕĜđĥĐ ęĕĜđĎĤĕČĘ ĤĥĠČĚ

REGULUS
Distributing for over 300 brands, Regulus Global assists foreign end users, governments,
and militaries with the purchase and export of US products. Our specialties also range from
kitting and assembly, to warehousing, procurement, ITAR, and logistics.

RUSLAN INTERNATIONAL
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In July 2006, Antonov Airlines and Volga-Dnepr Airlines formed 'Ruslan International', the
heavy air cargo charter specialists. Now offering a combined fleet of 17 Antonov AN-124-100
aircraft and twice the expertise in technical, commercial and operational solutions, Ruslan
International is capable of rising to any defence or commercial airlift challenge.

SAFE TACTICS

COMPANY LOGO

Safe Tactics BV is providing Tactical Technology Solutions. World wide. We are experts
in providing total concept solutions for the Law Enforcement- and Military special forces
community: training, equipment & consultancy in one hand. Our specialists cover a wide
range of expertise such as urban-, remote- & maritime access operations, forced entry,
leading edge technology for intelligence & IED defeat and covert surveillance technology.
Safe Tactics also provides innovative protective equipment and military gear. Our service
and products are valued by many teams around the world.

SAFESURE
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World class Mobility solutions to Armored Police, Military & VIP vehicles. Our in house R&D
and design team consists of qualified and experienced professionals of international repute.
We have extensive production and manufacturing facilities in Hyderabad, India. SAFESURE
RUNFLAT SYSTEMS provide the vehicle capability to continue journey for extended distance,
while experiencing one or more deflated or damaged tires hit by an AK 47, SLR or tire blast.

SCHMIDT & BENDER
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The German riflescope manufacturer Schmidt & Bender is developing and producing
riflescopes of highest quality and reliability for police, military, hunting and sports since
1957. The scopes have an exceptional international reputation, proven by US Government
contracts with USMC, Army, Navy, Air Force and USSOCOM and German Army contracts.
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SIMETI
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The electricity generating device using the wind’s kinetic energy. WFL took an active part in
the technological construction and development of the turbine and unique generator. The
whole mechanism was originally constructed as a prototype for low-power, wind-powered
electricity generator, primarily intended for producing hot water in small buildings.

SMALL ARMS DEFENSE JOURNAL
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Distributed at trade shows worldwide, Small Arms Defense Journal is a quarterly publication
that focuses on small arms, accessories, gear for the soldier, new products, industry news,
and defense trade shows. The first issue of SADJ was Spring 2009, which launched at the
LAAD show in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

SPUHR
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Our mission is to produce innovative solutions containing a minimum of parts. Our ISMS
scope mounts is a perfect example of our innovative designs. We have taken the scope
mount from just being a way of attaching the scope to a firearm to a platform with a system
for mounting the scope as well as accessories such as back-up sights, NV, lasers and cosine
meters. We use this system thinking in all products we manufacture.

STEPAHEAD MILITARY
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Stepahead Military Headwear is a world class manufacturer of military headwear and uniform
accessories for Military-, Security- and Armed forces around the world. Our products include
Uniform Accessories, Badges, Ceremonial Caps, Berets, Epaulettes and Webbing Equipment.
Stepahead is situated in South Africa and is renowned for supplying only the finest quality products.

STI
S.T.I. ltd (Security Technology Integration) was established to provide a wide range of
security solutions for the Para-military and policing forces. STI operates in the development
and marketing of solutions & systems for the Homeland security & Homeland Defense
Global Market.The company's team members are highly trained field experts with proven
experience in identifying operational security flaws, diagnosing security needs and providing
a technological solution to meet security needs.

SUREFIRE
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SureFire designs and builds the world’s finest flashlights, weapon-mounted lights, sound
suppressors and tactical gear for hardcore warfighters, peacekeepers, and anyone who
goes in harm’s way. We use only the highest-quality materials, cutting-edge technology,
and state-of-the-art manufacturing processes to produce battle-proven gear that gets the
job done in the harshest environments on earth.
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Tadiran Batteries is a world leader in the design, development, manufacturing and marketing
of Lithium Thionyl Chloride (3.6V) batteries and 4V high power batteries for industrial and
military applications. Tadiran has also started producing a new line of rechargeable Lithium
ion cells.

With 80+ years of experience in the defence industry, TATRA delivers reliable battle tested
vehicles with outstanding off-road performance, reliability and mobility; resistance against
twisting and bending, comfort and superior payloads thanks to independent air-suspended
swinging half-axles and powertrain protected by central backbone tube. Configuration of
axles, cabin, engine, transmission and chassis is possible upon customers’ requests.

THERMAL VISION
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Company Thermal Vision Technologies - a developer and manufacturer of modern high-tech
electronics. The company aims to create a finished product for the end user, and on custom
manufacturing for OEM partners. Areas of the company are not limited to the production
of TVT device, shown on our website.

TOCI
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SOURCESECURITY
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Toci is a leading Baltic manufacturing enterprise. Our specialty is manufacturing products
for machinery, defence and marine industries. Our weapon brackets are made for safely
securing firearms inside both civil and military vehicles, ATVs and boats, developed in
collaboration with the Norwegian Armed Forces and tested in their laboratories.

SourceSecurity.com is the world's dominant or eminent security industry publication,
with an audience of over 180,000 visits monthly. In addition to its unique and unrivalled
comparative database of security products comprising over 18,000 products, including
IP dome cameras, CCTV camera housing, analog transmission, network video recorders,
access control accessories and security barricades, content includes news & analysis, latest
applications, and a directory of security companies and events.

STEINER-OPTIK GMBH
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STEINER is the only company in the world to have specialised only in
the development and production of binoculars. This specialisation and
experience is packed into every pair of binoculars that leave our premises.

MASADA
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MASADA ARMOUR is a manufacture, designer and provider of a unique range of protective
equipment and military textile solutions. We use state of the art fabrics, accessories and
raw material that complies with NIJ & Mil specs.
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TAR Ideal Concepts Ltd. is a major global defense-contracting firm, well connected to hundreds
of defense industry suppliers and represents some of the most respected and well established
companies in the global defense and security industry. TAR Ideal Concepts Ltd has been a
registered supplier with the Israeli MOD, Military & Police since 1990.

MILITARY AND POLICE EQUIPMENT & TRAINING

www.tarideal.com

TERRA

COMPANY LOGO

Whether it is for energy centers, backup or building generators, company TERRA is ready
to offer you a complete solution for your energy system generators ENDRESS.
Innovative special machines for fire fighting, disaster relief and emergency services, and
meeting special requirements for contracting businesses, are also part of the program, as
are floodlight systems and generators for emergency power supply.

TERROGENCE
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Terrogence are global pioneers of Virtual HUMINT™-driven Web Intelligence Services
that bridge crucial intelligence gaps on behalf of allied governments and corporations
around the world. Focused on C-IED/CBRN, Cyber Counter-Intelligence, Social
Engineering and more.

TRACETECH
TraceTech is designing complete solutions and a range of sub-systems to solve these specific security
challenges associated with Carry-on Screening, Cargo Screening, Shoes Screening, Containers
Screening, Vehicles Screening, Passengers Screening, all by 100% Trace Detection using certified ETDs.
for the varied segments: Airports, Seaports, Borders/ground facilities- check-points, governmental,
military and police, mass-crowd transit, trains, stadiums, etc.

U.S. DOC
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VARIEL

The U.S. Department of Commerce’s U.S. Commercial Service is pleased to announce it has
granted Trade Fair Certification status to ISDEF 2015. The U.S. Commercial Service is actively
promoting this event in the United States. Commercial Staff from the U.S. Consulate in Tel
Aviv will be available to assist U.S. firms exhibiting at ISDEF 2015 with their export needs
and to facilitate contacts, meetings and appointments between U.S. exhibitors and business
visitors. For more information on the defense and security industry in Israel.
Please contact the Embassy’s Commercial Specialist, Ms. Irit van der Veur.

In recent 20 years Variel is more focused on developing various types of army containers.
Those are different containers of ISO 1C such as: sanitary cabins, cabins for patients, catering
and food distribution points, drinking water reservoir, septic tanks, refrigerators cabins,
energy centres, store cabins, sentry points, laboratory cabins and etc. Containers can be
used not only in army but also in rescue systems, civil sphere or in industry.
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ZHEIJANG LIGHT-TOUGH
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A.C.S.

ARIEL UNIVERSITY

DVP

Volvo Defense supplies Volvo branded products towards defense -authorities, -organizations
and -companies. Our portfolio consists of militarized and adapted trucks and construction
equipment with high mobility and availability for our customers’ specific needs.
Being part of Volvo Group, one of the world´s leading manufacturers of trucks, buses,
construction equipment and power systems for multiple applications enable Volvo Defense
to provide integrated logistical support solutions world-wide.

Wilcox is a leading innovator in the tactical equipment sector, creating unique products with
unmatched performance and value. With over 30 years of manufacturing experience, we
have created products that directly impact the safety of service members. We are proud
to offer you full system solutions that are known for the quality, ruggedness and durability
that will with stand the most grueling mission requirements.

Xsight Systems is the provider of advanced runway sensor solutions chosen by leading
airports worldwide and fully compliant with FAA regulation. For the first time in aviation
history, our runway solutions present a new paradigm in Runway Management and allow
constant command over airport runways and their surroundings.

Light-Tough is a China leading manufacturer of body armor products, including ballistic
ceramics, bulletproof vest, body-armor plate, PE/Aramid helmet, bulletproof shield and
vehicle armor.
Light-Tough is responsible for developing and providing high performance protective
products to military, police, law enforcement and civilians and throughout the world.

Advanced Combat Solutions was founded by the owners of Nirtal training & supply of
combat equipment & Team 3. Two established & acknowledged companies in the security
field, offering the world the very latest in combat solutions. The Trigger pouch is a simplified
way to safely and quickly extract a grenade. The Trigger Pouch was developed by Nir Shaul
who served in the Israeli elite counter terror unit (YAMAM), during his years of service he
learnt firsthand that in combat every second counts. For the last three years the Trigger
Pouch has been tested over and over by elite Israeli units and underwent modification
until perfection.

Ariel University (AU) is helping to pioneer a new future for Israel and its younger generation.
From its inception, Ariel University has integrated research and development into its prime
goal of educating the next generation of Israelis. By pursuing this two-pronged agenda
practically, with an eye to the needs of the Israeli and world economy, AU maintains an
atmosphere of excellence in both research and scholarship that attracts thousands of
students from all over the country.

Develops and markets real time video processing solutions
Defense, security and medical imaging applications
Specialties: Display enhancement, target detection and tracking, 3D visualization for
embedded trainers and operations research
Real time software processing platforms (CPU/DSP/GPU-based) in standalone and embedded
OEM configurations: PC/CPU-based standalone | DSP board-level | CPU/DSP OEM software
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ISDEF 2015 WAS A GREAT SUCCESS
AND WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU
FOR THE 8TH EDITION
JUNE, 2017!

THE RIGHT PLACE
THE RIGHT TIME
THE RIGHT PEOPLE
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